
The Time I went to the Bahamas

1. Interjection

2. Verb - Base Form

3. Adjective

4. Adjective

5. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

6. Verb - Base Form

7. Adjective

8. Noun

9. Adverb

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Adverb
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The Time I went to the Bahamas

" interjection ! I can't believe I'm here," I thought. As we get off the boat, my family Verb - Base Form

down the Adjective dock that had three crew ships that were tied up and anchored. The ropes that they

were tied up with were the Adjective ones I have ever seen! As we turned the corner we took some

pictures of the crew ship. We entered this building where we got our "rides." My family tries to get the cheapest

ride to Atlantis. Next thing I know is that I'm Verb - Present ends in ING down a street listening to people play

their instruments on benches. Then we Verb - Base Form down the Adjective stairs and get on a boat

that was our transportation for the next day.

When we arrive at the Rich Noun we start walking through this little city. I felt like I was walking

through a mall that was outside. As we walk down the brick sidewalk we see at least fifty Adverb big

Yachts. The Yachts had boats on them and two jet skis. As we walk through the hotel that has a Noun

in it, we get our tickets and find a spot to put our Noun , bags...ect.

The first slide I went on was one that dropped like 60ft. straight down. Another slide that I went on was like a

racing slide two people could go at once so I decided to race my sister, after we raced she was so mad because I

beat her. We had to go down the slide again so she could win. The next thing I went on was called the "Rapid

River." That was my favorite! There was this one thing that sucked up water then just spit it out so there were

waves like 15-20ft. tall! I Adverb didn't want to leave the Bahama's but I had to.

That was how much fun I had when I went to the Bahamas!
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